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The Municipality of Anchorage 
 

 

History 

As early as 1897, the activity in the Cook Inlet area increased due to numerous gold 

discoveries in the area. By 1911 the J. D. Whitney and Jim St.Clair families homesteaded 

at the mouth of Ship Creek. 
 

 

In April 1915 there was speculation that Ship Creek was to be the starting point for the 

railroad construction to the north. By the time President Wilson made the announcement, 

a temporary settlement had already developed. By June, more that 2,000 people lived in 

this settlement commonly known as “Tent City”. 
 

 

On June 10, 1915 President Wilson authorized the commission to recommend land be set 

aside for a town site. Land was also set aside for the railroad, streets to be laid out and 

lots to be platted and sold to the highest bidder. There were 655 lots sold for 

approximately $150,000. The expensive lots were along 4th Avenue. There were also 100 

lots set aside for government use. 
 

 

By 1916, the population had increased to 6,000 people. In 1917, because the people in 

Seward wanted too much money for the railroad land and the government owned most of 

the land in Anchorage, Anchorage was named the headquarters for the Alaska Railroad. 

Anchorage prospered until the Alaska Railroad was completed in 1923. 
 

 

The town began to feel the effect of the depression in the 1930s. The population began to 

drop and bottomed out at 2,700 people. Unemployment reached 33%. The railroad was 

operating at a deficit. 
 

 

The second major boom was the military boom in 1940s. The US government 

appropriated $12 million for the construction of an airbase just outside of Anchorage. It 

was known as Fort Richardson and the air field was called Elmendorf. At the start of 

WWII there were 3,500 people and at the end there were 12,000. The census showed 

31,000 by 1950. 
 

 

The third boom was a small oil boom in the Cook Inlet in the late 1950s and early 1960s 

followed by the Trans Alaska Pipeline in the 1970s. Even though the pipeline is some 300 

miles away, Anchorage is the headquarters for those companies who have invested in oil in 

Alaska. 
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The forth boom were the buildings funded from oil money, known as Project 80’s. 

The total cost of Project 80’s was $152 million and included the following buildings: 
• Loussac Library 

Built for $39 million, it houses the main branch of the library for the Anchorage area. 

It also houses well over 20,000 books about Alaska and the North. They also have 

the Alaska and Anchorage Municipal documents collection. 
• Anchorage Museum of Art and History 

Built for $25 million 
• George Sullivan Sport Arena 

Built for $32 million 
• William A. Egan Convention Center 

Built for $43 million 
• Performing Arts Center 

Built for $70 million 
 

 

The last of the major booms in Anchorage consisted of three industries in the 1990s.   Big 

retail stores opening stores in Anchorage with Kmart being the first followed by Costco, 

Wal-Mart, Sam’s Club, Home Depot and most of the other box stores. 

Tourism of all types has increased; fishing, wildlife and bird watching, outdoor activities 

during the summer and skiing and watching the northern lights during the winter just to 

name a few. 

Aviation industry: Many cargo planes make refueling stops here as they go from the US 

to Asia and in some cases to Europe, if the fight goes over the top of the world. UPS and 

Fed Ex have a major operation in Anchorage at the airport. 
 

 

Aviation History in Anchorage 

Anchorage has enjoyed the designation, “Air Crossroads of the World” for more than two 

decades. However it took years of technological advance before its enviable position in 

global air traffic could be realized. 
 

The aviation history of Anchorage began in 1922 when Otis Hammontree flew a Boeing 

amphibian, powered by a Hall Scott engine, into the Ship Creek town site. That event 

preceded the use of the first aviation field by two years. It would be almost a decade 

before Merrill Field would be in full operation and Elmendorf Air Force Base wasn’t 

even a concept. 
 

The first flights in Anchorage occurred at what is today the Delaney Park Strip. Flights 

consisted of taking the local residents up into the sky for a joy ride and a better look at 

the town. Noel Wein, founder of Wein Air, did most of these flights. 
 

 

Those first days of flight from the park strip were to be short lived. James Rodebaugh 

offered Wein $300 per month for a job flying in Fairbanks. On July 6, 1924, Wein and 

his mechanic took off from the Park Strip en route to Fairbanks. Despite poor weather 
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that decreased the visibility of the railroad tracks, which Wein was using as a guide, the 

flight was successful and was the first Anchorage-Fairbanks flight ever made. 

The Park Strip was also home to the first local airline company. Anchorage Air Transport 

Inc. was formed in 1926 by Art Shoenbeck, Oscar Anderson, Gus Gelles, and Ray 

Southworth as its directors. Russ Merrill was their first pilot. 
 

 

The Federal government’s role in Alaskan aviation began in the 1930s.  Given the 

immense landscape of Alaska, aviation was widely recognized as the means to link the 

towns and villages of the Territory. In October 1938, representatives of the Civil 

Aeronautics Association (CAA) met with other pertinent government agencies to discuss 

plans for developing a system of airports in Alaska. 
 

 

It was a formidable task in overcoming the distances, the extremes of temperature, and 

the arctic soil conditions. Costs were expected to run fifty to one hundred percent higher 

than in the Lower Forty-Eight. Materials were brought in by airplane, dogsled, and on 

river barges. Quality lumber products, which are unavailable on the tundra, had to be 

brought in from Seattle. CAA’s official slogan became “There is nothing impossible, it 

only takes a little longer”. 
 

Russell Merrill 

The name Merrill Field was given to the facility in 1932, in memory of pioneer Russell 

Hyde Merrill who was killed in an air crash in 1929 at the age of 35.  Details of his 

demise are largely a mystery, though his death is all but certain. A small section of fabric 

was later identified as part of his aircraft. 
 

Merrill graduated from Cornell with a chemistry degree in 1919 and came to Alaska in 

1925.  Merrill was the first to fly across the Gulf of Alaska in a single-engine aircraft, and 

the first to fly a commercial flight west of Juneau. 

In November of 1927, he discovered Merrill Pass. At 5,000 feet high, this pass is a low 

point in the towering Alaska Range. The pass opened a shorter route to the Kuskokwim 

River country and became a busy air corridor between Anchorage and McGrath. Just 

weeks after that discovery, Merrill made the first night landing in Anchorage aviation 

history. 
 

 

Some Other Statistics 
• One out of every three landings or takeoffs that occur in Alaska at an airport with a 

control tower is at Merrill Field. 
• The FAA estimates Alaska has nearly six times as many pilots per capita and 16 times 

as many aircraft per capita as the rest of the U.S. 
• There are 8,165 licensed pilots in Alaska; 3,617 (44%) reside in Anchorage. 
• There are 10,891 registered aircraft in Alaska; 877 are based at Merrill Field. 
• Merrill Field, known as Aviation Field until 1932, was Anchorage’s first true airport, 

located one mile east of downtown Anchorage on 423 acres. There are approximately 

46 aviation-related businesses operating from Merrill Field. 
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� Anchorage Facts and Information 
 

 

 

• Population 291, 826 
• Climate 20” Precipitation (10-12” of rain and 60-70” of snow) 

Average Temps High Low 

Winter 20 10 

Summer 65 50 

Record High 86 

Record Low -38 
• Daylight Hours Summer June 21 19hr 18 min 

Winter Dec. 21 5hr 32min 
• Size 1955 Sq miles 

 

 

• Naming of Anchorage 

Before the summer of 1915 the area was known as Ship Creek. Some people called it 

“Knik Anchorage”, because ships bringing supplies would anchor out and transport 

the supplies on smaller boats to Knik (town across the Knik Arm from Anchorage) for 

the mining district near Willow. Roydon Chase, the post master was responsible for 

naming it Anchorage. 

 

• Anchorage Parks 

Over 200 parks total more than 14,500 acres. Many cater to specific uses, like 

baseball or soccer fields. Some are rest parks (pocket parks) with a bench and a trash 

can along one of more than 120 paved trails and 300 unpaved bike/running/walking 

trails in the summer and cross-country ski/snowshoeing trails during the winter. 

 

• Wildlife 

During the year, 200-300 moose make Anchorage home. During the winter there can 

be up 1,000 moose in the Anchorage bowl. About 150 Dall Sheep live on the cliffs 

along the Turnagain Arm which is part of Anchorage. Bear exist at Kincaid Park and 

along the hillside near homes. Two wolf packs live in the foothills of the Chugach 

Mountains. 

 

• Longest Street 

Northern Lights is the longest street: 8.5 miles from east to west. 
 

 

• Anchorage School District 

102 schools and almost 100 languages spoken in the school system. 
 

 

• Baseball 

Anchorage Glacier Pilots and Anchorage Buccaneers (Bucs) - Top college baseball 

players from all over the country come to play in the summer league. Some went on 
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to have big names in major league baseball.  (Mark McGuire, Randy Johnson, Rick 

Aguilera, Tom Seaver among others.) 


